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The major goal of Conformal Field Theory (CFT), is to lassify all universality lasses ofritial phenomena in d = 2, and to �nd exat solutions. At the moment in the absene ofa onrete and easy to work with plan of lassi�ation, attempts point to the study of speiallasses of theories, with the hope that their features will give a handle on the general problem. Aninteresting lass of theories are rational onformal theories. The list known today is omposed ofG=H models [1℄, and rational toroidal models along with the assoiated orbifolds. There are twoquestions whih are of interest in this respet. First, are there other rational onformal theoriesnot in the list above? Seond, how an we obtain an exat solution for all suh theories?This paper is onsidered as a ontinuation of ref. [2℄. In [2℄ it was shown how one ould usea salar �eld to desribe an Ising model. The basi idea was to use a modi�ed stress-energytensor for the salar �eld. In the present paper we are going to disuss how one ould generalizethis tehnique to an arbitrary G=H model. We will also indiate the most general framework,that this tehnique an work.We are going to disuss extensively a spei� example, namely SU(2) at level N and theassoiated ZN parafermioni theory. One way to proeed is to onstrut SU(2)N as a diagonalsubgroup of a produt of N opies of SU(2)1. SU(2)1 an be onstruted out of one free boson.zSo we onsider N free bosons �i; i = 1; 2; : : : ; N and we normalize their 2-point funtions asusual.x h0j�i(z)�j(w)j0i = �Æij log(z � w) (1)We an onstrut the SU(2)1 urrents in the usual way (the subsript indiates di�erent SU(2)'s)J3j (z) = ip2�z�j(z); J�j (z) � 1p2(J1j (z)� iJ2j (z)) = 1p2e�ip2�j(z) j = 1; 2; : : : ; N (2)The diagonal SU(2) has level N and its urrents are diagonal sums of the individual SU(2)1urrents. J3(z) = ip2 NXj=1 �z�j(z); J�(z) = 1p2 NXj=1 e�ip2�j(z) (3)It is straightforward to ompute the Sugawara stress-tensor in terms of the urrents in (3). Thez In all of our disussions, by free bosons we mean bosons without bakground harge.x From now on we will fous on the holomorphi part of the theory.1



answer is:TN(z) = 1N + 2 24� 12  NXi=1 �z�i!2 � NXi=1(�z�i)2 + NXi<j �eip2(�i��j) + e�ip2(�i��j)�35 (4)To make things more transparent we will make a transformation on the basi variables �i. Wede�ne: �i = �pN +p2~�i � ~� (5)where � is an (N � 1)-dimensional vetor of salar �elds. The ~�i are the fundamental weights ofSU(N). They are (N � 1)-dimensional vetors and there are N of them. They are normalizedas follows: ~�i � ~�j = � 12N + 12Æij (6)The roots of SU(N) are ~�ij = ~�i � ~�j. They are normalized to ~� � ~� = 1. The simple roots are~�i = ~�i � ~�i+1. The new basis of �elds de�ned in (5) is still orthonormal.h0j�i(z)�j(w)j0i = �Æij log(z � w); h0j�(z)�(w)j0i = � log(z � w) (7)In terms of the new variables, the SU(2) urrents beomeJ3(z) = irN2 �z�; J�(z) = 1p2e�ip2=N� " NXi=1 e�2i~�i�~�# (8)whereas the stress-energy tensor isTN(z) = � 12(�z�)2 + T parN (z); T parN (z) = � 1N + 2 "�z~� � �z~� +X~� e2i~��~�# (9)The sum is over all roots of SU(N).{ From (8) one an easily identify the parafermion operators: �1(z) = 1pN " NXi=1 e�ip2~�i�~�# (10)One then by using the OPE among vertex operators an onstrut the rest of the parafermion{ The reason for the appearane of the roots of SU (N ) is the fat that the SU (2)N parafermions an beonstruted as the oset model SU (N )1 
 SU (N )1=SU (N )2.2



operators expliitly and verify their operator algebra� k(z) k0(w) = Ck;k0(z � w)�2kk0=N [ k+k0(w) +O(z � w)℄ (11) k(z) =  Nk !�1=2 NXi1<i2<:::<ik eip2(~�i1+~�i�2+:::~�ik )�~�C2k;k0 = (k + k0)!(N � k)!(N � k0)!k!k0!(N � k � k0)!N !The spin �elds of the parafermions are non-loal with  k(z). Their e�et is to twist the vertexoperators that de�ne the parafermions. Unfortunately a more onrete desription of them isstill laking. The expetation is that they orrespond to the twist �elds of some orbifold of thesalar theory ompati�ed on the root-lattie of SU(N).This is exatly what happens in the ase N = 2 whih was worked out expliitly in [2℄.There the spin �eld of the Ising model is one of the two twist �elds of the Z2 orbifold model.The Z2 orbifold an be though in this ase as the orbifold with respet to the Weyl group ofSU(2). This might imply that the appropriate orbifold models in the general N ase would bethe ones obtained by twisting by some subgroup of the Weyl group of SU(N).By this onstrution one an also obtain the partition funtion of the parafermioni theory.The tehnique is a diret generalization of the one used in [2℄. We must ompute the expetationvalue of T parN on the torus, and then integrate it to obtain the haraters. A straightforwardomputation shows that the partition funtion of parafermions obtained that way are of theform: Z~�;~�(� ) = �(� )" �~�;~�(� )�(� )(N � 1)#2=(N+2) (12)where �(� ) is the Dedkind n-funtion, ~� is a vetor on the SU(N) root lattie and ~� appropriatevetors on L�=L. To verify that (12) gives the well known \string-funtions" of SU(2) is a non-trivial task.� The indies k, k0, k + k0 are understood modulo N .3



The generalization to Wess{Zumino models with arbitrary group G and level N is nowobvious. One tensors N opies of the G theory at level 1, whih an be onstruted a laFrenkel{Ka, out of free bosons, and then take the diagonal sum. In the non-simply laed aseone has to bosonize the Ising fermion whih is needed at level 1 using the result of [2℄. Inall of these ases one onsiders free bosons ompati�ed on tori whih are tensor produts ofmaximum tori of simple Lie groups. One an then use this representation of urrent algebrasto onstrut an arbitrary G=H model. This proedure is straightforward and we will not dealwith it further.One an not imagine the most general situation. Consider an arbitrary CFT whih ontainsalso N � 1 (2,0) operators in its spetrum. These operators, �i(z), have to be primary �elds.One an then write down the most general OPE onsistent with onformal invariane andassoiativity of the operator algebra?T (z)T (w) = 12 (z � w)4 + 2T (w)(z � w)2 + �wT (w)(z � w) + � � � (13a)T (z)�i(w) = 2 �i(w)(z �w)2 + �w�i(w)(z � w) + � � � (13b)�i(z)�j(w) = Æij(z � w)4 +D�ij J�(w)(z �w)3 + 4Æij T (w)(z � w)2 + Ckij �k(w)(z � w)2+12D�ij �wJ�(w)(z � w)2 + 2Æij �wT (w)(z �w) + 12Ckij �w�k(w)(z � w)+16D�ij �2wJ�(w)(z � w) + F kij Wk(w)(z � w) + � � � (13)where J�(z) are possible (1,0) operators and Wi(z) are possible (3,0) operators. Assoiativityonstrains the OPE oeÆients to have the following symmetry propertiesD�ji = �D�ij; F kji = F kij; Ckji = Ckij (14)? Suh a line of thought has been also pursued by J. Harvey, with a slightly di�erent goal: to deompose aCFT in its \irreduible" omponents. 4



In partiular Ckij is ompletely symmetri in all indies. A general (2,0) operator has the form:~T (z) = �0T (z) + NXi=1 �i�i(z): (15)If one asks, what is the ondition that ~T (z) is a stress energy tensor, then the answer is easy.The �0, �i have to satisfy a system of quadrati equations:NXi=1(�i)2 = 12�0(1 � �0)NXi=1 Ckij�i�j = 2(1 � 2�0)�k k = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; N (16)whereas the new entral harge ~ for ~T (z) is given by ~ = �0. If �0; �i is a solution of (16) thenone an verify that (1��0);��1 is again a solution. Thus the theory with entral harge  anbe written as a produty of two theories with entral harges �0 and (1 � �0). In general ofourse there are more than two solutions to the system (16). It is also not obvious that the newentral harge will ome out rational. It is in fat true that for the onstrutions we desribedin the Lie algebra ase that all solutions to (16) are rational.A speial ase would be to onsider (2,0) operators whih are vertexs operators orrespondingto vetors on a lattie with (length)2 = 4. Thus the general setting would be to onsider a lattieand a set of vetors ~�i; i = 1; : : : ; 2N with the following properties: (1) if ~� belongs to the setso does �~�; (2) ~� � ~� = 4; (3) if ~�1 � ~�2 = �2 then ~�1 � ~�2 belongs to the set; (4) if ~�1 6= �~�2then ~�1 � ~�2 = �3;�2;�1; 0. If ondition (1){(4) are satis�ed then one an onstrut newstress-energy tensors.z A lassi�ation of suh systems of vetors an proeed along the lines ofthe Cartan lassi�ation.There are latties other than those of Lie Groups that satisfy the riteria above. A elebratedexample is the 24-dimensional Leeh-lattie where there exist an amazing total of 196,884 (2,0)operators. It is quite possible that by looking at latties other than Lie group latties, we anonstrut a rational CFT whih does not belong to the list available today.y By produt here we mean a generalized produt, not that the full partition funtion is a produt.z These results, as I learned reently have been found also by the authors fo ref. [3℄. The only di�erene isthat they overlooked the possible existene of (1,0) operators in the operator algebra of (2,0)operators.5
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